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Unidad 4 leccion 2 gramatica a page 174 answers
The date of the class name (personal pronouns) of the subject's pronouns is used as a subject of suggestion. In general, they say who is described or who does actionFecha Core Practice 1A 1 The ideal question complete each sentence using the word or phrase that best describes the picture. You like it? 2. I like it. 3.
Do you like it? 4. I don't like it. And you? 5. Well, Vocabulary A Vocabulary Level 1, page 1 Put X next to every activity that you do in your Spanish class. 1. Skateboard 2. X read book 3. X studyMr Tupman: Heres the newspaper applea pear plastic cup spoon of some paper plates piece of potato pie pepper pot.my
student version of the family : page 1 Teacher version : page 18 Mi FAMiLiA MY FAMILY GRAMTICA : page 2 and 3 CONJUGACHIN : page 1 GRAMMAR : How to say your, yours, it. In Spanish? my, your, his, his,heri like, you like, He loves. How to talk about what you or others like in Spanish snap. You use the verb
GUSTAR. How works differently than most verbs. You don't conjugate Gustar according to Spanish Let's advance 2 Pg. 174 1. Carlitos and his family were at 1 answ 2. When the family got there, they knew mom's plans for 1 answ 3. First they had to go to Bomb Park 1 answ 4. Carlitos couldn't get to the next 1 answ 5.
Then the family was in another museum 1 answ 6. Decarlitos mom spent an hour 1 ast 7. Carlitos put something in the hands of Mom 1 answ 172 Pages 175 Spanish Advance: Practical Notebook by Levels 1 (Revised) Pg. 174 1. 1. Maybe 2. Lunch 3. 4. We're back 5. I find 1 answ 2. Lunch 2. Cost 3. You're back 4. I
sleep 1 answ 3. The answers will change. 1. I sleep at 9:00 pm 2. I'm having lunch with friends at the mall. 3. I go to the theater on Saturdays. 1 answ 173 Pages 175 Spanish Advance: Practical Notebook by Levels 2 (Revised) Pg. 174 1. Practice Spanish for a few hours to visit Tulum 1 answ 2. You have started a list of
monuments to visit in Mexico 1 answ 3. We pay for trips to the ancient ruins of 1 asv 4. They dined at the hotel two blocks from Plaza 1 answ 173 Pages 175
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